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New daytime scents to suit all tastes
feel no shame in admitting that,
occasionally, it’s the packaging of
a product that sparks my interest, at
least initially. This is particularly true
when it comes to scent, because one could argue
that a perfume is as much an ornamental item as
a beauty product – I get almost as much pleasure
from seeing a Chanel No5 bottle on my junk-shop
dressing table as I do from sniﬃng it on my wrist.
I would never discount a perfume on the
grounds of naﬀ packaging (I revere YSL’s Opium,
for example), but a lovely atomiser is a pleasing
cherry on top. Almost literally, in the case of
Miu Miu’s first signature scent (£48, which became
available nationwide earlier this week), which
comes in an opaque blue-glass flacon topped
with a red disc stopper. It’s the most gorgeous
bottle I’ve seen in a long time, and I’m not too
proud to say I squealed. While it’s slightly madlooking, and surely not to everyone’s taste, more
importantly, the perfume inside should please
everyone. It’s a very wearable white flower
blend, but not the sort that’s cloying, like weekold lilies polluting the entire house. It has a fizzy
liveliness that feels cheering and a green note for
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Try these
1 Mimosa & Cardamom cologne by
Jo Malone, £42
2 Miu Miu by Miu Miu, £48
3 Jo Loves Pomelo by Jo Malone, £45

those who demand freshness in their perfumes.
Even lovelier, albeit in a less striking container,
is Jo Malone’s new Mimosa & Cardamom (£42).
I’ll confess that I’ve found many of the firm’s
recent oﬀerings too soft and girly (some limited
editions aside, I haven’t loved anything it has put
out since the delicately sweet and sour Blackberry
& Bay), but this is a much more sophisticated
and distinctive aﬀair. Ironically, this is an instance
when image and marketing – all hippy-chic and
love beads – seem a mismatch. For me, it has the
dry, ever-so-slightly blokey vibe I look for, as well
as a sexy warmth reminiscent of hot skin on the
beach. Like almost all Jo Malone colognes, it’s
resolutely day wear rather than something in
which to paint the town red, but its spiciness still
makes it feel rather special and smart.
If neither of those appeals, a third option is Jo
Loves Pomelo (£45), a beautiful, crisp, grapefruit
and grass scent that – unlike many in the citrus
category – goes nowhere near toilet cleaner
territory and stays on the skin all day. Elegant,
clean, tasteful and a little mannish, it’s an
expensive white shirt in a bottle.
@salihughes

How I get ready
Craig Revel Horwood
If it is an opening night red carpet
that starts at 7pm, I will be in the
shower at 5pm, followed by a shave
and my ironing. I never choose what
to wear until the last minute. I pick
the suit first, then iron the shirt and
then I can decide what tie to wear
with it. Everyone says it is easy
for men to get ready, but there are
so many components – cuﬄinks,
buttonholes, making sure your
socks and belt and shoes all match.
Women can slip on a black dress and
pair of heels, and they’re done.
Once I am changed, I re-read
the invite, make sure my taxi is
going to the right place (I’ve got
that wrong before) and pare down
my man bag to phone, keys, credit
card and cash folded up to fit in my
inside jacket pocket. I don’t put on
my jacket until the last minute, to
avoid sweating.
I then run a light gel through my
hair and spray it to death. I do a
quick powder, because you don’t
want to be shiny on the red carpet,
then I pour myself a glass of
sauvignon blanc and wait for the
car to arrive.
I might have a bit of cheese or
parma ham, so I don’t risk getting
slaughtered on interval drinks and
an empty stomach. Nothing too
heavy, otherwise I feel I have to
breathe in the whole night.
Give yourself a boost by looking in
the mirror and telling yourself you
look great, otherwise you will just
be self-conscious the entire night
and awful to people. I don’t mean
look in the mirror and say, “You’ve
got great pecs or an amazing arse”,
but just tell yourself you’re great
and go out and get ’em.
Craig Revel Horwood is starring
as Miss Hannigan in the UK
and Ireland tour of Annie,
anniethemusicaltour.uk

